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Title of the project: “Development of a VO service to provide access to a catalog containing photometric information of open star clusters”.


* Project description 

The SIM, Laboratory of Systems, Instrumentation and Modeling for Environment and Space Sciences and Technologies has contacted LAEFF, Laboratory for Space Astrophysics and Theoretical Physics in order to start a collaboration in the framework of the EuroVO-DCA project through the workpackage “Support to Data Centres from other European countries”. From that contact, it has been agreed that the VO staff at LAEFF would provide technical support to our efforts and aid for participating in Euro-VO events provided we assured a continuously working service.

 	At SIM, we have conducted a CCD photometric UBVRI survey of 300 open star clusters. Observations have been completed and were carried out at the 0.84m telescope of the San Pedro Mártir Observatory (Mexico). Although reductions are not complete for the whole sample,  we foresee that the final catalog will contain photometry for several hundreds of thousands of stars. Astrometric positions for all sources will be provided. Right now, photometric/astrometric tables for about 30 clusters are available for VO testing purposes.  Our goal is to take advantage of the VO-compliance of our catalog to perform queries on other VO nodes in order to cross-identify sources and complement our optical data with other sorts of data (xray, infrared, etc). Besides the catalogs, in a later stage we will also make the original CCD images available to the VO.

We would like to have first official release of our data and VO site during 2007. Right now, the student Lígia Amorim is totally committed to setting up and supporting the future SIM VO node. Further financing for assuring 3 year manpower will be requested to the national funding agency in a call expected to happen close to the summer.


* Description of the Technical Visit

On the week of 26th March 2007 Lígia Amorin was sent to LAEFF to learn about the VO project. The activities carried out during this technical visit were as follows:

	--> General presentation about VO by Enrique Solano. It included: 

		- VO aims: Interoperability and management of large volumes of data. 
		- What is needed to integrate already existing data in a VO-service.
		- Science with VO and VO tools.
		- The EuroVO-DCA project: How to get support.



	--> Familiarity with VO standards and protocols


	To accomplish this objective Lígia had to study the following IVOA documentation:

- Simple Cone Search. Version 1.0. http://ivoa.net/Documents/PR/DAL/ConeSearch-20060908.html
		- VOTable Format Definition. Version
http://ivoa.net/Documents/REC/VOTable/VOTable-20040811.html
- Resource Metadata for the Virtual Observatory. Version 1.12 http://ivoa.net/Documents/REC/ResMetadata/RM-20070302.html –
- TheUCD1+ controlled vocabulary. Version 1.23
		http://ivoa.net/Documents/REC/UCD/UCDlist-20070402.html

	--> Development of the VO service: Tasks accomplished during the technical visit.

- Building of a test mysql database based on the data structure of the catalogue. Ingestion of some test data.
- Building of a php program able to:
# Read the incoming specifications (RA, DEC and SR or the object NAME)
# Gather metadata information
# Gather data information 
# Response with a VOTable


Schedule 

Our goal is to have an operative VO site as well as a WWW interface during 2007. The immediate plan is to have a minimal testing purpose VO setup, including data for 30 stars clusters, until the end of May (2007). A first WWW interface will be developed during June. The following months, until October-November will be spent in an iterative refinement of the VO setup/WWW interface. During that period we will also develop additional tools (e.g. for merging the results from queries to other VO nodes). The service will be opened to the community not later than November. However, in the beginning it will not include the data from the whole survey (300 clusters). We will start with 50-70 clusters. The rest of the survey will be made public during 2008.  

Feedback
	When we first contacted LAEFF, in a search for VO-data specifications, we  were warmly received and felt their willingness in establishing a cooperation with our institute. During my first contacts –all made by email-  Enrique assigned me a tutor, Carlos. Both were always available for assistance and interested in my learning process. 
	I was then invited to a stay in Madrid to start a more profound study and planning of our future VO-service. All needed material and aid were provided to me, such as hardware, all files related to the subject and all doubts were clarified. I found my stay very enlightening and truly appreciated the opportunity to be introduced to such an enjoyable group and working environment, which resulted in a more efficient work. 




